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SOURCES OF DATA

Base image: Composite of scanned digital orthophoto quarter quads (Boxiron - NE, NW, SE, SW) produced by the Maryland Department of Natural Resources (DNR) from aerial photography flown on April 12, 1989

Shorelines
3859. Historical Shorelines CZM Map #94 (Maryland Geological Survey, 1975); digitized on-screen using TNTMaps

Date of
T-frame Field Edt Photography
1-4135 none 1942
1-12098 none 1961
1-12099 none 1961, 1963
1-12092 none 1961, 1963
1-12095 none 1962

1989 - Shoreline extracted from DNR digital wetlands delineation based on photo interpretation of 1989 digital orthophoto quarter quads
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